
SELF CARE LIFE HACKS 

HOW THIS CATHOLIC
MILLENNIAL IS THRIVING
FROM HOME

Prayer and Meditation

Taking time to pray has
been an essential part of
starting my day off on the
right foot. The ritual of
drinking a warm cup of
coffee while meditating or
watching our daily
streaming Mass has been
great. I'm also a fan of
lighting a candle and using
the Calm app or the
Examen Podcast.

Exercise and Movement

Slumped over my computer
every day, I realized I needed
to shake it up. My yoga
wheel has been a great tool
to get rid of laptop posture
fatigue. A little Yoga with
Adriene has also been a
lifesaver.  I love a good barre
workout, but my daily walks
outside are essential to my
sanity - nature and the
beauty of springtime is really
key right now. 

Self-care is spiritually essential! It is a phrase that at first can be off
putting to those who are spiritually invested, at the risk of sounding
selfish. Well, I'm here to dispel that misnomer! God has created each
of us to love the inherent goodness we possess. One of my favorite
phrases in Theology is "Imago Dei", as we are made in the image and
likeness of God. That cannot be denied, so the practice of self-care is
to love the God that dwells within. 
 
Now is the time, more than ever, to try one of these self-care life
hacks. First on my list is prayer and meditation. Morning coffee and
prayer is a great way to center your heart, not to mention connect to
the all-powerful God of the universe. Small steps make a huge impact
on the day ahead. 
 
Being at home has thrown me for a loop. Just before all of this
happened I finally found a form of exercise that I actually love, shout
out to Barre3 in Morristown! I've taken that love to online classes and
walks around our neighborhood. Excercise and being immersed in
nature have been great sources of renewal. I haven't been great
about working out every day, but when I do I can feel the endorphine
boost. 
 
I know that for many this is a hectic time with the whole family at
home and holding it all together, but if you can, do that face mask,
take that bath or walk in the sunshine. Just a little bit of self-care can
go a long way. What's your go to self-care practice these days?
 

By Brigette Hanley Nature

I'm actually successfully
growing something! I'm
no green thumb, but I'm
growing dhalias and
they're about a foot tall,
and so far, I'm very proud.
This might seem simple,
but something green in
my home, living, and
growing has been a daily
source of joy and
progress. Grow
something, highly
recommend. 

CORPUS CHRISTI PARISH

Baking and Being Creative

This has been my favorite
hack while at home. It's
definately working aganst
my workout regimin, but
right now - the baking is
worth it. The Preppy Kitchen
has been my go to recipe
resource. He's challenging
and clear with directions.
I've yet to make the trendy
sourdough, but I have been
making quite a bit of
cookies and lemon bars,
with the occasional pie. 

https://corpuschristi.org/parish-livestream
https://examen.libsyn.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTvYEid8tmg0jqGPDkehc_Q

